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IGM neutral
IGM highly ionised 	

(with neutral DLAs)

z > 12 z<5epoch of reionisation
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Observational constraints:

1: Lya optical depth
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IGM denser (a
nd more neutral

?)

effective optical depth is not optical depth!
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2: Damping wings

neutral gas?

Mortlock +11
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3: Thomson optical depth

Planck XV
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Observational constraints: summary

Bouwens+15
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Theoretical description

Increase in volume of an HII region

R

dR

Before reionisation:
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After reionisation:

Haardt & Madau12
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high

low!

high escape fraction

low escape fraction
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Escape fraction of ionising photons (LBGs at z=3)

Shapley+06

relative escape fraction of order 10 %
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Absolute escape fractions
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Lyman-break technique
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assumed escape 
fraction100%

galaxies
assumed escape 
fraction 1%

QSOs
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Constant escape fraction:	

	
 faint (unobserved) galaxies dominate reionisation

Raicevic+10
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Theoretical challenge: 	

• can we find a local property of galaxies that yields high escape fraction of 

UV-photons at high-z, and a low escape fraction at low z	

• does this yield realistic reionisation redshift as well as a realistic 

amplitude of the UV-background after reionisation?
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•15043 Gadget 3 simulation	

•(100 Mpc)3 volume	

•baryonic mass 106 Msun	


•Calibrated to stellar MF	

•Local physics
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Star formation

Stellar evolution

The subgrid physics in Eagle

radiative cooling

supernova 
feedback

AGN 
feedback
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Improved  SPH 
“Anarchy” (Dalla 
Vecchia+)

Improved SPH
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Cosma 5 DataCentric

22 7 M CPU hours Schaye +14
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The Hubble Sequence

Schaye +14
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Eagle

current best semi-analytical 
models

observations

Galaxy stellar mass function

Schaye +14
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Galaxy sizes
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Specific star formation rate as function of galaxy stellar mass
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Galaxy stellar mass function: evolution
Furlong +14a (Durham)
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Galaxy stellar mass function: evolution

Furlong +,14a

z=0.1 z=0.5 z=1

z=2 z=3 z=4

z=5 z=6 z=7
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Specific star formation rate: evolution

Furlong +,14a

z=0.1 z=1 z=2
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Calibration: enough, but not too much

galaxy stellar mass

Galaxy sizes
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Theoretical challenge: 	

• can we find a local property of galaxies that yields high escape fraction of UV-

photons at high-z, and a low escape fraction at low z	

• does this yield realistic reionisation redshift, and amplitude of the UV-

background?

Assumption: escape fraction depends on star 
formation surface density

Wise +
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20 % escape fraction at z=0!
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Theoretical challenge: 	

• can we find a local property of galaxies that yields high escape fraction of UV-

photons at high-z, and a low escape fraction at low z	

• does this yield realistic reionisation redshift, and amplitude of the UV-

background?

Assumption: escape fraction depends on star 
formation surface density

Wise +
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Evolution of star formation rate density:	

Eagle compared to observations

Sharma +15
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Evolution of PDF of star formation in Eagle

Sharma +15
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Strong evolution in Eagle (and real Universe)	

due to increase in pressure of star forming gas

Sharma +15
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Galaxies evolve along the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation 
towards star bursts

Sharma +15
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z=0 z=6 z=10

log halo mass
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Build-up of emissivity

Sharma +15
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Evolution of neutral/ionised fraction

Sharma +15
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Thomson optical depth

Sharma +15

Eagle model
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Summary:

Eagle: reionisation due to 
bright galaxies with high 
SFR density

transition of 
mostly neutral to 
mostly ionised
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SWIFT: Task-based parallelism, hybrid
shared/distributed-memory
parallelism, and SPH simulations
Pedro Gonnet, Matthieu Schaller, Aidan Chalk, Tom Theuns
SECS/ICC, Durham University
Exascale Computing in Astrophysics, September 10th, 2013

Swift: SPH on current/future architectures

arXiv:1309.3783

Gonnet, Schaller, Theuns,Chalk



Algorithms for SPH
Hybrid shared/distributed-memory parallelism
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SWIFT tasks

Pedro Gonnet: SWIFT: Task-based parallelism, hybrid shared/distributed-memory parallelism, and SPH simulations September 10th, 2013 15/22

Task-based parallelism dramatically improves load balance and overlaps 
communication and computation


